
Personalization or Profiling
Childhood in the Ed-Tech Era



Language of Ed Reform 2.0
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Knewtown
Datapalooza
2012
“What if your math 
syllabus could tell 
you what to eat for 
breakfast to score 
higher on your quiz 
tomorrow?...

Knewton collects 
millions of data 
points about student 
users in order to 
provide them with 
more effective timing 
and content to 
enhance learning.”
Youtube Link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lr7Z7ysDluQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lr7Z7ysDluQ


ESSA changed the game.
We’re Dealing With Ed Reform 1.0
Vouchers

Charters

Teach for America

School Closures / Turnaround Plans

High Stakes Testing-End of Year

Value Added Teacher Accountability

Austerity Budgeting

Broad Academy Superintendents

Non-Elected School Boards

They’re Implementing Ed Reform 2.0
Learning Eco-Systems

Hybrid-Blended Learning / Teacher On the Side

Online Gaming Platforms

Augmented & Virtual Reality Simulations

“Whole Child” Data Collection-SEL & Behavior

Credit Earned Outside School (ELOs)

Standards-Based Grading

Digital Badges & Online Portfolios

Workforce Pathways



It’s all in how you frame the conversation, 
and the reformers have a head start.

Innovative

Student-Centered

Personalized

Adaptive

Blended-Hybrid Learning 

Formative (Stealth) Assessments

Gamified Education Software

1:1 Devices Initiatives

Untested

Isolated

Data-Mined

Controlled

Limited Access to a Human Teacher

Online Surveillance

Behavior Modification

Data Gathering Platforms



What does Ed Reform 2.0 look like?
More instruction happens through devices.

More data is collected.

School budgets prioritize tech over human staff.

Standards-based skills badging becomes important.

Kids spend more time on screens. Concerns for vision, health, and emotional well-being.

Students have less face-to-face social interaction with teachers and peers.

A child’s access to information is determined by algorithms that data-mine their past performance.

Student access to new course material is limited by their level of mastery.

Differentiation will mostly happen via computer and eventually AI “personal tutors.”



Standards-based grading and online portfolios replace report cards and diplomas.

Age-based class groupings go away.  Everyone does their own thing on their own schedule.

Informal community-based learning experiences become equivalent to in-school education.

Project based learning is used to monitor soft skills deemed important to the workforce.

Education becomes 
atomized, and students 
don’t have time to reflect 
or synthesize information.

Students become 
consumers of content of 
playlists, not independent 
creators.

Dreambox Data Dashboard



Global Education Futures 
foresight documents 
include many elements of 
Ed Reform 2.0.
Click HERE for the report.

Click HERE for the slideshare.

Click HERE for the essay “A Learning Day 2037.”

http://edu2035.org
http://edu2035.org/pdf/GEF.Agenda_eng_full.pdf
http://www.slideshare.net/edu2035/gef-california-results?next_slideshow=1
http://vibrantlearning.aam-us.org/2015/12/23/a-learning-day-2037/


Online Learning
Stealth Data Collection Platform

When is your child’s data is being 
collected?

Is the child aware it is being collected?

What data is being collected?

How it is being used?

Could your child’s data limit their 
opportunities?

Do you know how your child’s data can 
be disposed of?

Who controls the data? To what end?



Politics and technology are intertwined.

Data is a virtual currency.

Data can be used for social control.

Data can be used to maintain power imbalances.

Data can be used to modify behavior.

Often, data collection is not transparent or under the control of the individual.

The amount of data being collected on students is expanding exponentially.

Education incorporating the “secret rules” of algorithms is a social justice issue.

Big Data and Students



Data-Driven Education

Personally Identifiable 
Information

Information that directly 
identifies an individual or that 

can be used to identify, contact, 
or locate specific individuals in 

conjunction with other data 
sets

Metadata
Data About Data

How was it created?
How is it used?

Who is the author?
When was it created?

Where is it stored?
File type?
File size?

How is it tagged-keywords?

AND/OR



Data-Driven Education           Education by Algorithm 

Observations / Questions So Far...

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gdCJYsKlX_Y


Weapons Of Math Destruction' Outlines Dangers Of Relying On Data Analytics
“Well, techno utopia is this idea that the machine-learning tools, the algorithms, the things that help 
Google, like, have cars that drive themselves, that these tools are somehow making things objective 
and fair when, in fact, we really have no idea what's happening to most algorithms under the hood.” 
Link

MOOC Platforms, Surveillance & Control
“As a mathematician who has seen mathematical models misused again and again—in the financial 
markets, for instance—I am inherently skeptical of big-data claims. I think, like many others, that 
machine learning helps perpetuate, legitimize, and cloak discrimination.” Link

Big Data Should Be Regulated by Technological Due Process
“In our increasingly scored society – where algorithms turn our browsing habits, click patterns, 
purchases and GPS location data into ratings and predictions of who we are – it is very difficult for 
those who are mislabeled, or tagged in an undesirable way, to break out of their scoring prisons, in 
part because they are usually unaware they are being reviewed.” Link

About those algorithms...

http://www.npr.org/2016/09/12/493654950/weapons-of-math-destruction-outlines-dangers-of-relying-on-data-analytics
https://www.aaup.org/article/mooc-platforms-surveillance-and-control#.WAtT9TKZPq1
http://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2014/08/06/is-big-data-spreading-inequality/big-data-should-be-regulated-by-technological-due-process


#1 Discussion Questions

How can we advocate for the rights of students to use technology in ways that 
limit the collection of personally identifiable information and metadata?

How can we push for technology policies that encourage students to be 
creators NOT consumers of canned curriculum?

How can we start conversations with families about the differences between 
technology that empowers and technology that profiles?



Are we approaching a time when school buildings 
with teachers are no longer the norm?



We are being moved 
from neighborhood 
schools

to learning 
ecosystems.



Here are some of the strategies:

Enforce Ongoing 
Austerity Budgets

Increase Reliance on 
Public-Private 
Partnerships

Manufacture
Teacher Shortages &

Push Out Veteran 
Educators

Use Hybrid-Blended 
Programs to 

Increase Class Size

Limit Access to 
Text Books / School 

Libraries

Install 
Reform-Minded, 

Alt-Cert 
Administrators

Script Teaching
Push Corporate PD

Control Teacher 
Training Programs

Cultivate Climate of 
Fear and 

Competition

Prioritize Data Over 
Human 

Relationships

Ramp Up No 
Excuses Discipline & 

Increased 
Surveillance

Allow School 
Facilities to 

Deteriorate Beyond 
Repair

Cut Recess

Scale Back Electives

Limit School-Based 
Extra Curricular 

Activities

Limit Public 
Participation in Ed 

Policy Decisions

Districts Create 
Their Own Online 
Course Offerings

Prioritize Broadband 
Infrastructure 
Investments

Push Idea That 
Learning Happens 

Outside School

Establish 
Community 

Makerspaces / Drop 
In Centers

Push the Narrative 
that Schools Cannot 

be Fixed



“We see signs that the U.S. is 
nearing the end of an era in 
formal learning characterized by 
teachers, physical classrooms, 
age-cohorts and a core 
curriculum—what some people 
call the era of industrial-age 
learning.
Building the Future of Education: 
Museums and the Learning Ecosystem
“Setting the Stage” page 10
Elizabeth Merritt, Center for the Future of Museums, 
American Alliance of Museums

http://www.aam-us.org/docs/default-source/center-for-the-future-of-museums/building-the-future-of-education-museums-and-the-learning-ecosystem.pdf?sfvrsn=2


“School will take many 
forms. Sometimes it will 
be self-organized”

“Learners and their 
families will create 
individualized learning 
playlists reflecting their 
particular interests, 
goals, and values.”

“Those learning playlists 
might include public 
schools, but could also 
include a wide variety of 
digitally-mediated or 
place-based learning 
experiences.”

Infographic: A Glimpse Into the Future of Learning, Knowledgeworks 2013

Ecosystems = Cyber Education + Community Based Learning

http://www.knowledgeworks.org/glimpse-future-learning-infographic


In the learning 
ecosystem,  certified 
teachers could be 
replaced by...
Data Stewards

Learning Pathway Designers

Competency Trackers

Learning Naturalists

Pop-Up Reality Producers

Micro-Credential Analysts

Social Innovation Portfolio Directors Exploring the Future Education Workforce: New Roles for An 
Expanding  Learning Ecosystem, Knowledgeworks 2015

Gig Economy
Benefits?

Turnover & Churn
No Time to Build 

Lasting 
Relationships

http://www.knowledgeworks.org/sites/default/files/future-ed-workforce-roles-learning-ecosystem.pdf
http://www.knowledgeworks.org/sites/default/files/future-ed-workforce-roles-learning-ecosystem.pdf
http://www.knowledgeworks.org/sites/default/files/future-ed-workforce-roles-learning-ecosystem.pdf


Earning credit in your community. What are ELOs?
Guidelines for awarding ELO credit (ELO=Extended-Expanded-Enhanced-Enriched Learning Opportunity)

ELOs can provide credit in any discipline.  Flexible NH rules give school boards and districts permission to:

● award quarter, half,  and/or full credit

● have interdisciplinary ELOs that provide multiple credits in multiple content areas

● introduce ELOs as a way of expanding electives, and later shift into offering core credit as well

● link duration of ELOs to mastery of competencies rather that semester or quarter end dates

Under the state’s Extended Learning Opportunity Program, students in the Manchester School District could earn 

school credit for any of the following:

● Volunteering with the school district’s “IT” support team.

● Working at an after-school job.

● Going to a rock-climbing gym.

● Travel during summer vacation.

● Giving swim lessons.

http://beyondclassroom.org/elo-program-design/policy-and-procedure
http://elo.mansd.org/elos-in-your-school


ELOs can also be cyber education.
“Keeping it Flexible: Extended Learning 
Opportunities in Today’s High Schools”
Great Schools Partnership, Webinar Series, 2014

http://www.greatschoolspartnership.org/extended-learning-opportunities-in-todays-high-schools/
http://www.greatschoolspartnership.org/extended-learning-opportunities-in-todays-high-schools/


ALEC’s Recent Digital Education Activities
STATEWIDE ONLINE EDUCATION ACT: creates a statewide program that provides high school students with access to online 
learning options regardless of where the student lives. The options are designed to be high quality and allow for 
maximized learning potential by focusing on student mastery of subjects at their own pace and own time, instead of 
the traditional seat-time learning requirements. Amended January 2016

DIGITAL TEACHING AND LEARNING PLAN: requires the State Board of Education to develop a digital teaching and learning plan to 
prepare the state to implement a statewide initiative that will result in dramatic improvements in student achievement. 
Finalized January 2016

ONLINE LEARNING CLEARINGHOUSE ACT: creates a clearinghouse through which school districts may offer their computer-based 
courses to students of other districts. Amended January 2016

NEXT GENERATION CHARTER SCHOOL ACT amendment passed in September 2016 eliminates special distinctions between virtual 
and non-virtual charter schools. Amended September 2016

RESOLUTION ON STUDENT CENTERED ACCOUNTABILITY SYSTEMS including “timely provision of student-level data, measure 
student-specific progress and restore the focus of high-stakes testing to be on advancing individual student instruction 
and growth.” Finalized September 2016

https://www.alec.org/model-policy/online-learning-clearinghouse-act/
https://www.alec.org/model-policy/digital-teaching-and-learning-plan/
https://www.alec.org/model-policy/online-learning-clearinghouse-act/
https://www.alec.org/model-policy/amendments-and-addendum-the-next-generation-charter-schools-act/
https://www.alec.org/model-policy/resolution-in-support-of-student-centered-accountability-systems/


Knowing the poor track record of 
cyber charter schools,

why should we agree to hand over blocks of 
instructional time in neighborhood schools to 

hybrid-blended online learning?



This is our future if we don’t start speaking up.

Building the Future of 
Education, p. 12  

“If, in the future, more of 
our children grow up to 
be TaskRabbits, that may 
affect the kind of 
education, training and 
real-world experience 
they need to succeed in 
the odd-job workforce.”

This video was produced in 
partnership with “Institute for the 
Future” a RAND spin-off from the 
1960s. Despite the somewhat corny 
nature of the acting IFTF has many 
high-powered partners. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zssd6eBVfwc
http://www.aam-us.org/docs/default-source/center-for-the-future-of-museums/building-the-future-of-education-museums-and-the-learning-ecosystem.pdf?sfvrsn=2
http://www.aam-us.org/docs/default-source/center-for-the-future-of-museums/building-the-future-of-education-museums-and-the-learning-ecosystem.pdf?sfvrsn=2
http://www.iftf.org/iftf-you/sponsors-partners/


#2 Discussion Questions

How do you feel about the learning eco-system model?

What about credit-bearing ELOs?

How do we talk to parents about increased online learning/screen time in 
neighborhood schools? Health impacts? Data collection?

How do we talk about learning ecosystems within the context of community 
schools?



They know what we 
want to hear.



ESSA & Whole Child Data

Collaborative for Academic, Social and Emotional Learning
California
Georgia
Massachusetts
Minnesota
Nevada
Pennsylvania
Tennessee
Washington

CASEL’s
Collaborating

States
Initiative
Program

Do we really want to set SEL 
competencies and require PII data 
collection around them?



How much data?
All of it please.
Collection Methods:

Computer Log Ins

IDs-RFID Chips & Facial Recognition

Online Education Modules & Games

Classroom Management Software

“Fitbit” Type Devices

Device Cameras, Microphones, Screens

Surveys-Naviance, College Board, etc.

Community Partners

Academic 
Knowledge

Mastery of Skills

Behavior & 
Social Emotional

Grit & Growth 
Mindset

Bio-Metric

Health

Facial Recognition

Family Situation

Trauma/ACES

“Whole Child” 
Data Collection



Beyond academic accountability, there is also a 
push to use ed-tech to modify student behavior.
“Among the many interviews I’ve conducted over the past three years, the Chief Data 
Scientist of a much-admired Silicon Valley company that develops applications to 
improve students’ learning told me, “The goal of everything we do is to change people’s 
actual behavior at scale. When people use our app, we can capture their behaviors, 
identify good and bad behaviors, and develop ways to reward the good and punish the 
bad. We can test how actionable our cues are for them and how profitable for us”.

Dr. Shoshana Zuboff, Professor Harvard Business School
“Secrets of Surveillance Capitalism”
Frankfurter Allgemeine, May 3, 2016

http://www.faz.net/aktuell/feuilleton/debatten/the-digital-debate/shoshana-zuboff-secrets-of-surveillance-capitalism-14103616-p2.html?printPagedArticle=true


Gamified 
Behavior 
Management
“Class craft’s mission is to 
transform the learning 
experience by using game 
mechanics to engage 
students and provide 
teachers with well-designed 
tools to do so.”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qeTxjJnjpcE


ELOs & Workforce Training
Students today are encouraged to identify career pathways as early as middle school. By 
high school many are supposed to have Individual Career & Academic Plans in place.

Increasingly, children are viewed as human capital to meet the needs of the economy.

Education now emphasizes acquisition of skills over exercising intellectual curiosity.

ELOs are consistent with workforce training, since many of these “learning opportunities” 
involve a career component. It also provides a means whereby a student’s “soft skills” can 
be assessed and documented in a project-based setting.

There is great pressure to lift restrictions on sharing student records across federal 
agencies and to research institutions, so as to facilitate the flow of education-workforce 
data.

https://exceptionaldelaware.wordpress.com/2016/10/22/how-safe-is-student-data-if-this-commission-gets-their-way-not-very-safe-at-all/


#3 Discussion Questions

What do you think about the collection of social emotional data on children and 
the use of online programs to monitor and shape behavior?

How can we advocate for students to obtain the services and supports they 
need while protecting their right to privacy?

What role, if any, should workforce development play in K12 public education? 
Should student access to workforce “pathways” be data-driven? What are the 
potential pitfalls?



Origins of A National 
Cyber Education Program

Bill Clinton’s  Executive Order 13111
“Using Technology to Improve 

Training Opportunities for Federal 
Employees”

It also created the 
Advanced Distributed Learning 

Program or ADL

Signed January 14, 1999

Section 6: Establishment of Advisory 
Committee on Expanding Training 
Opportunities 

Section 6(3): mechanisms for the 
Federal Government to encourage 
private sector investment in the 
development of high-quality 
instructional software and wider 
deployment and utilization of 
technology-mediated instruction so 
that all Americans may take 
advantage of the opportunities 
provided by learning technology.

https://www.hsdl.org/?view&did=462833


Origins ADL in the Department of Defense
“The Department of Defense’s vision is to harness the power of the Internet 
and other virtual or private wide-area networks (WANs) to deliver 
high-quality learning. It brings together intelligent tutors, distributed subject 
matter experts, real-time in-depth learning management, and a diverse 
array of support tools to ensure a responsive, high-quality “learner-centric” 
system (DoD Strategic Plan for ADL, 1999).” Link

https://www.adlnet.gov/about-adl/


Ed Reform 2.0
Incorporates 
ADL Elements

Also:

“The Small Business 
Innovation Research (SBIR) 
Program at the U.S. 
Department of Education 
(ED) is operated out of its 
research arm, the Institute 
of Education Sciences (IES). 
ED/IES SBIR provides up to 
$1,050,000 in funding to 
small business firms and 
partners for the research 
and development (R&D) of 
commercially viable 
education technology 
products.”

https://www.adlnet.gov/adl-research/
https://ies.ed.gov/sbir/
https://ies.ed.gov/sbir/
https://ies.ed.gov/sbir/


DoD’s ADL Initiative & Department of Ed Create the “Learning Registry”

“The LR is an open source technology framework to which any learning content providers (e.g., 
teachers, publishers, and curriculum developers) are able to share their content. Users are able to 
provide specific comments about which content they use, how they use it, and the efficacy of the 
content. Educators are then able to search within the LR by subject or standard. They can review and 
choose the most relevant and highly rated resource to present to their students.

The LR is a joint project between 
the U.S. Department of 
Education and Department of 
Defense’s ADL Initiative.”

https://www.adlnet.gov/learning-registry/


Expansion of ADL to Include Live Data Streams
“Broadly defined, the Experience API (xAPI) lets applications share data about human performance.  More 
precisely, xAPI lets you capture (big) data on human performance, along with associated instructional 
content or performance context information.  xAPI applies human (and machine) readable “activity 
streams” to tracking data and provides sub-APIs to access and store information about state and content.  
This enables nearly dynamic tracking of activities from any platform or software system—from traditional 
Learning Management Systems (LMSs) to mobile devices, simulations, wearables, physical beacons, and 
more.”

https://www.adlnet.gov/adl-research/performance-tracking-analysis/experience-api/
https://tincanapi.com/overview/


“Implications of the Advanced Learning Initiative on Education” 2003

http://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED482923.pdf


“In the mid-1980s, while she was a professor at the Harvard Business School, Shoshana 
Zuboff formulated three laws about the implications of information technology:

1. Everything that can be automated will be automated.

2. Everything that can be informated will be informated.

3. Every digital application that can be used for surveillance and control will be used for 
surveillance and control.

Informating is the process that translates descriptions and measurements of activities, 
events, and objects into information. Zuboff’s original analysis was applied to a variety 
of workplaces, but its scope has naturally expanded with the spread of information 
technology to the spaces where we live, shop, exercise, relax, heal, and, now, teach and 
learn.” Link  

The Flip Side of “Personalized” Learning

https://www.aaup.org/article/mooc-platforms-surveillance-and-control#.WAtT9TKZPq1


Bankston-Soltani 
Principle

Tiny Constables and the Cost of 
Surveillance: 

Making Cents Out of United States v. Jones

“If technical and financial barriers 
previously provided some 
protection from large-scale 
surveillance by the government, 
these implicit protections have 
been essentially eliminated by the 
low costs of new surveillance 
technology. Once the cost 
approaches zero, we will be left 
with only outdated laws as the 
limiting function.” 

Ashkan Soltani

http://www.yalelawjournal.org/forum/tiny-constables-and-the-cost-of-surveillance-making-cents-out-of-united-states-v-jones
http://www.yalelawjournal.org/forum/tiny-constables-and-the-cost-of-surveillance-making-cents-out-of-united-states-v-jones
http://www.yalelawjournal.org/forum/tiny-constables-and-the-cost-of-surveillance-making-cents-out-of-united-states-v-jones


22nd August 2012 
NYT Op Docs
The filmmaker Laura Poitras 
profiles William Binney, a 
32-year veteran of the 
National Security Agency 
who helped design a 
top-secret program he says 
is broadly collecting 
Americans' personal data.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=590cy1biewc


Small Group Question #4

Should families trust that big-data will used to help their child?

Who benefits from a data-driven educational system?

Could the threat of surveillance through devices and online content review 
have a chilling effect on free speech and academic freedom in public 
education?

How can parents, teachers, and students influence what is happening?



If you are interested in reading more thoughts on 
digital education by a skeptical parent, visit: 

A Wrench In The Gears

https://wrenchinthegears.com

